
Waterloo Uncovered 2016 Field Season

Project Design

Introduc�on

In July 2016, Hougoumont will once again provide the focus for a programme of �eld inves�ga�on, 

including excava�on and metal detec�ng survey. Work will con�nue in some of the areas already 

subject to inves�ga�on in 2015, while new loca�ons will also be explored in an e'ort to more fully 

understand the nature of the ac�vi�es related to the ba(le of 1815 through the medium of 

archaeology. However, as already demonstrated these inves�ga�ons are also likely to shed light on 

both earlier and later aspects of the farm and the lands associated with it. 

This document is intended to outline the programme of works planned for the �rst two weeks of July,

2016, for further informa�on on the background to the project, the results of previous work and the 

ra�onale behind Waterloo Uncovered, the project website should be consulted at: 

h(p://www.waterloouncovered.com/. Perhaps the most per�nent of these other documents is the 

report on the various inves�ga�ons carried out in 2015, which has provided the founda�on for a 

good deal of the �eldwork proposed here.

This project design has resulted from several mee�ngs and discussions between various members of 

the Waterloo Uncovered team, including �eld directors Professor Tony Pollard of the University of 

Glasgow and Dominique Basquet of WPS, which is the local government department responsible for 

cultural heritage body and a partner in the project. 

Summary of tasks for 2016 (see Fig. 1)

Con�nua�on of work commenced in 2015

1.) Metal detec�ng the Killing Zone. 

2.) Metal detec�ng inside the walls of the garden.

3.) Inves�ga�ng the base of the garden wall at various loca�ons.

4.) Inves�ga�ng the sunken way.

5.) To further explore the possible boundary running north to south across the Great Orchard.

6.) Check for presence of buried artefact horizon in Great Orchard.

New elements of �eldwork for 2016

1.) Examine the area of the carpark outside the south gate, where contemporary drawings 

suggest the presence of a mass grave (highest priority).

2.) Inves�gate through limited excava�on the areas of the kitchen gardens to the west of the 

complex.

3.) Test for the presence of building remains within the courtyard, primarily along the north wall

to the east of the north gate and the wall running to the south along the east side of the 

courtyard.

4.) Examine the site of the possible back�lled pond to the north of the north gate (lowest 

priority).



Fig. 1. Main areas to be inves�gated in 2016: Killing Zone – white, Walled Garden – purple, Kitchen 

Gardens – yellow, Great Orchard – Green (main block to right),  

Programme of works

Areas previously inves�gated

1.) Metal Detec�ng the Killing Zone

An ini�al metal detector sweep of the 30 metre strip to the south of the walled garden, and 

known as the killing zone due to high number of French troops killed there, resulted in the 

recovery of only 2 musket balls. However, when a 5 metre wide transect, running north to 

south across the area, was stripped by machine to a depth of around 30 cm, a greater 

number of projec�les were recovered when the exposed horizon was swept with detectors. 

These included both French and Allied musket shot, �red by a(ackers and defenders. Balls 

recovered from the base of the wall demonstrated high levels of impact and at least one had 

brick dust embedded within it. 

It was clear from this limited exercise, ins�gated in order to inves�gate a linear geophysical 

anomaly that proved to be a rough track running down the centre of the zone, that although 

musket shot had been recovered from the upper 30cm of topsoil - by detectorists opera�ng 

illegally over past years – lead artefacts below the depth of detector e'ec�veness remained 

in-situ. 



Given that the south wall of the garden is recorded as being a key point of a(ack for French 

forces advancing from the south, either through the wood to the west or the open �elds to 

the east, it would be of great value to understand more fully how this a(ack developed and 

whether it broke evenly against the en�re length of the wall or was concentrated in limited 

areas. In order to accomplish this, further areas of the Killing Zone will be stripped of topsoil 

and the exposed soil horizon scanned with metal detectors. Ideally, the en�re area will be 

machine stripped, but given the constraints of a two week �eld season, this might not be 

possible, in which case a representa�ve sample of areas will be inves�gated. 

2.) Metal detec�ng inside the walled garden

In a repeat of the stripping exercise carried out in the Killing Zone, the exposure of buried 

horizons against the inside of the south wall and eastern walls of the garden resulted in the 

recovery of further musket shot. At �rst these were thought to be musket balls dropped 

close to the walls by defenders or French shot �red over the wall by a(ackers who manged 

to ascend it. However, as work con�nued further into the garden it became apparent that 

this sca(er represented a �re �ght insight the garden, with bullets from both sides 

demonstra�ng evidence for being �red and impac�ng at fairly close range. This was an 

exci�ng discovery as there was no wri(en evidence for a French incursion into this part of 

the garden (see 2015 report).

On the basis of the above further areas inside the walled garden will be machine stripped 

with the speci�c aim of exposing a buried surface around 30 cm below the surface, which 

will then be subject to metal detector survey. Some of these areas may coincide with those 

on the other side of the wall, in the Killing Zone, in order to test whether there is a 

correspondence of areas of �gh�ng on both sides in these areas (i.e. did areas of heavy 

�gh�ng on the south side correspond to incursions over the wall, which resulted in �gh�ng 

inside the garden).

3.) Inves�ga�on of wall foo�ngs

Exposure of sec�ons of the base of the southern garden wall in 2015 resulted in the 

iden��ca�on of a destruc�on deposit, consis�ng of brick rubble, into which the present wall 

had been erected. Limited inves�ga�on of these deposits suggested the collapse or 

demoli�on of the original wall and the construc�on of a replacement wall, at least in those 

limited areas inves�gated. In order to further understand the character and extent of this 

destruc�on and rebuilding other areas of wall foo�ng will be inves�gated on both sides – in 

some cases these areas will correspond to those stripped for metal detector survey.

4.) Inves�ga�ng the sunken way

The sunken way is one of the most drama�c features of Hougoumont surviving from the 

ba(le (as outlined above the status of the garden wall is not fully understood). In 2015, two 

sec�ons were excavated across the sunken way, which survives as a wide ditch in places 

nearly two metres deep. To the east, excava�on revealed that the original Eoor of the sunken

way sat at least one metre below the present ground surface (the implica�on being that this 

was a much more drama�c feature in 1815 than it is now).  A much longer trench towards 



the western limit of the s�ll visible feature revealed extensive disturbance caused by 

construc�on works related to the construc�on of the nearby highway – with considerable 

deposits of redeposited material. 

                                         Fig. 2. Sunken Way from the east

In order to more fully understand the nature of the sunken way - including the limits of its 

survival to the west, its full depth and its rela�onship to related contemporary ground 

surfaces, par�cularly along its southern lip – further excava�on will take place. At a 

minimum, one further sec�on would be excavated, somewhere between the two previous 

trenches. However, should �me permit other areas will also be inves�gated. 

This work will be accompanied by further metal detec�ng scanning, which in 2015 resulted 

in the recovery of Brown Bess musket balls and iron shell fragments from the southern Eank 

of the sunken way.

5.) Explore possible boundary in Great Orchard

Geophysical survey in the area of the Great Orchard - now a large �eld to the east of the 

walled garden – revealed a narrow, linear feature running north to south across the �eld, 

around halfway along its east-west axis. At points to the north and south of this line 

associated anomalies suggested the presence of posts or plinths related to what might have 

been a wall. Despite the stripping of an area in the vicinity of this anomaly in 2015 it is s�ll 

not well understood. It is therefore proposed that further inves�ga�on is carried out in order

to establish the character and date of this feature  - does it for instance represent and 

otherwise unrecorded boundary to the orchard?

6.) Check for presence of buried artefact bearing horizon in Great Orchard



As noted above the Killing Zone and the garden were found to contain ba(le related 

artefacts, mainly musket balls, at a depth of around 30 cm, which appears to be beyond the 

reach of most detectors, which have cleared most artefacts from the soil layer above this 

depth. It was postulated at the �me that areas away from the cover of the farm buildings, 

out in the open �elds, would have been less a(rac�ve the detectorists working illegally and 

would therefore contain greater concentra�ons of artefacts. This proved to be the case, and 

the area of the Great Orchard was a good example, where surface detec�ng recovered large 

numbers of artefacts (which included quan��es of re-enactor material). 

It will be important to establish whether the Great Orchard also includes artefacts at a 

greater depth than that at which objects detected from the surface were recovered. In order 

to do this, topsoil will be removed from the surface in limited areas (but only aGer these 

areas have once again been swept from the surface) and the exposed horizon will be 

detected. It is rare that such an opportunity for subsurface detec�on occurs during an 

archaeological project and the results obtained here might have a serious impact on our 

understanding not only of the archaeology of the wider ba(le�eld, but of other historic 

ba(le�elds across Europe, where agricultural prac�ces based on ploughing might have mixed

artefacts widely throughout the ver�cal horizon. 

There has for instance, been an assump�on that a surface metal detector surface in advance 

of destruc�ve development is adequate to recover most of the artefacts leG by a ba(le. 

There are however already doubts about this as detectorists can return to the same �elds 

year aGer year and con�nue to �nd metal objects but very li(le real analysis of the processes

involved has taken place. This is just one area where the Waterloo Uncovered project has the

poten�al to have a real impact on the wider �eld of ba(le�eld archaeology. 

Further detec�on of the Great Orchard might also recover more pieces of canister shot. Ten 

of these were recovered during the 2015 season, each of them providing evidence for 

cannon �re being directed into the orchard. A study of the sca(er represented by these few 

objects suggests that more than one cannon shot is represented (mul�ple lead balls – in 

reality musket balls packed into a �n – are �red with every shot). The recovery of more 

examples would hopefully allow for a more accurate impression of how many shots are 

represented and from which direc�on they were �red. This ar�llery �re may relate to the 

ac�ons of a French gun opera�ng from the southern boundary of the orchard, the loca�on of

which has been a subject of debate among historians (see project design 2015, page ??). The

shot recovered does appear to be French, as the musket balls, which form tell-tale facets 

when packed together and then launched from the muzzle of the gun, do appear to be closer

to French musket balls in size rather the larger Bri�sh/allied Brown Bess balls. 

Areas not inves�gated in 2016

2.) Area of carpark outside the South Gate

Without doubt the most notable new area to be inves�gated in 2016 is the carpark outside 

the south gate. The area adjacent to the chestnut trees known to have been standing at the 

�me of the ba(le, though only one of them is s�ll alive, is covered with made ground and 

hard standing, including cement and tarmac. This area is scheduled for improvement works 



ins�gated by the local authority, not least in an e'ort to save the surviving tree by removing 

the hard standing from the area occupied by its roots. 

                               Fig. 5 Burial of dead outside south gate 

                              Fig. 6. Preparing to burn the dead outside south gate

These ground works are complicated by the probable presence of mass grave beneath the 

area of the carpark. The earliest evidence for this grave comes in the form of a drawing made

not long aGer the ba(le which shows the burial of stripped bodies in a shallow pit occupying 

the open area to the south of the south gate. A further drawing, which is presumed to be 

later, shows the same place, but this �me bodies are being heaped on a pyre of branches 



prior to be being cremated. This second image may relate to an a(empt cremate bodies 

washed from shallow graves in the weeks and months following the ba(le and ini�al clean 

up. 

A further sugges�on of disturbance of this ground came about when the carpark was 

scanned by a Ground Penetra�ng Radar during a survey of the site carried out by Tim 

Sutherland of York University. Although the resul�ng anomalies are less than clear, probably 

due to varia�ons in the nature of the made ground, they might well indicate ac�vity related 

to the disposal of the dead. 

The discovery of graves is always a possibility during the archaeological inves�ga�on of 

ba(le�eld and Waterloo Uncovered has always been conscious of the sensi�vi�es related to 

encounters with burials, encompassing as they do respect for the dead, disturbance of 

remains and emo�onal responses from those living today. Although any one of the 

geophysical anomalies thus far examined might have represented a grave of some sort, none 

have yet proven to be such. If graves were encountered project policy would be to assess the

extent and condi�on of these features while causing as li(le disturbance as possible, in the 

hope that the grave sites could be marked with a suitable monument and also preserved 

from future disturbances. 

Given the ongoing programme of inves�ga�ons at Hougoumont, and the requirement for 

improvement works in the area of the car park, Waterloo Uncovered has been instructed by 

the local government authority to carry out an evalua�on at this loca�on as part of the 2016 

�eld season.  This task will therefore be regarded as a priority over the forthcoming two 

weeks of �eldwork, with the team expanded to accommodate experts in the evalua�on of 

mass graves and the analysis of human remains. 

The aim of this exercise will be to remove enough of the hardstanding and made ground 

beneath it to establish whether or not a grave pit exists as a feature cut into the original 

ground surface. It is of course possible that the pit and its contents were scoured out at 

some �me in the past, perhaps when this area was covered with hard standing. With this in 

mind, it should be noted that a trench cut into the eastern face of the terrace, during the 

evalua�on phase of the project in April 2015, uncovered chunks of concrete and other 

material which suggested extensive and deep remodelling of this area. In addi�on, the 

drawings of the burials taking place and the, presumably later, burning of bodies suggests a 

shallow pit from which the dead might have been washed by rain.

A mechanical excavator equipped with a hydraulic pick will be used to break out the 

hardstanding, working from the edge to the interior, with care being taken not to disturb any 

archaeological horizons sealed beneath. With removal of the concrete and tarmac hand 

digging will remove whatever overburden is exposed, with the aim of uncovering remains of 

any old ground surface, into which the grave was presumably cut. 

If a grave pit is iden��ed then careful cleaning will ensure that its limits and shape are 

clari�ed, with �lls marking it out from the natural soils into which it has been cut. Human 

remains might be visible at this stage, prior to any downward excava�on into the �ll. If this is 



the case then the upper most layer of remains will be thoroughly cleaned in order to gain an 

insight into the number and nature of burials. It is possible of course that any human 

remains will be highly mixed and perhaps even consist of both inhuma�ons and the remains 

of crema�on/par�al crema�on. 

Should the upper surface of a grave pit be exposed and its extent established - or as near to 

as possible within the �me constraints of the project – an a(empt will be made to es�mate 

its depth, which would make it possible to gauge the number of individuals represented, 

depending of course on the ra�o of inhuma�ons to crema�ons. This will be achieved by 

excava�ng down through the deposit, but in an area which causes the least disturbance to 

the remains. The precise nature of the archaeological interven�on will obviously depend in 

the nature of the deposits and so key decisions as the best way to proceed will need to be 

made as events unfold. It might be that the best way to establish the depth of the deposit 

will be to dig down from the side of the pit, thus exposing �ll deposits without actually 

disturbing them. 

It is not envisaged at this stage that any human remains be removed from the pit beyond the

end of the inves�ga�on and the ethos throughout will be to cause as li(le disturbance to any

grave deposits as possible. The site will be reinstated in accordance with instruc�ons from 

the local authority and a decision then made on how to proceed aGer the submission of an 

evalua�on report. 

2.) Inves�gate the areas of the kitchen gardens to the west of the complex

The ground drops away in the �eld adjacent to the track that runs along the western side of 

the complex (this leads to the carpark now outside the southern gate and gives way to tracks

running across the �elds to the south). On the 1777 map of the complex this area is shown 

to be occupied by rectangular garden plots, presumably used to produce vegetables for the 

farm kitchen. This area is known to have witnessed heavy �gh�ng thanks in part to the 

memoirs of Private Clay of the 3rd Foot Guards, who describes shoo�ng at French troops 

across the gardens as he retreated back to the north gate (see 2015 Project Design, page 12).

Clay was on the higher ground in front of the wall, which was struck by musket balls, while 

the French were on the other side of the gardens, to the east, protected by what he 

described as a fence. 



                                                                     Fig. 3. Kitchen gardens to west

This area was metal detected in 2015 and a number of interes�ng objects recovered, 

including musket shot and a badge in the form of a bugle, which appears to be French. 

However, given the sloping nature of this ground it is likely that some degree of soil 

movement might have taken place and therefore material may survive at some depth (metal 

detec�ng elsewhere on site has iden��ed metal objects lying at 30 cm and deeper below the

present ground surface and these were generally level areas). 

In order to understand the nature of soils in an area of slope and also to test the possibility 

of remains rela�ng the kitchen gardens surviving it is proposed to place at least one machine

cut trench in this area, with metal detec�ng used to scan soils at various depths as the 

stripping takes place. 

An insight into the nature of these soils will provide valuable informa�on when it comes to 

understanding the wider landscape of the ba(le, much of which is sloping and where soil 

creep might well have smoothed out gulleys and hollows which although not today visible 

might have represented vital elements of military terrain in 1815. Should remains related the

gardens, in the form of boundaries or beds, be discerned within this area this once again will 

provide a valuable insight into the nature of the site as it appeared in 1815 and perhaps 

enhance the experience of visitors keen to explore the ba(le�eld. 

3.) Test for presence of building remains in the courtyard

As a result of the ba(le many of the buildings inside the courtyard, which included the 

house, the chapel, dovecote, barns and stables etc. were damaged by �re, with some of 

them, including the house being totally destroyed. Ar�s�c portrayals of Hougoumont, made 

in the years following the ba(le, show that damaged buildings were demolished, with the 

result that the yard became a much less densely occupied enclosure, with only buildings 

along the eastern and southern walls surviving – with the excep�on of the chapel, which like 

these other buildings s�ll stands today. 

Excava�on inside the courtyard prior to the arrival of Waterloo Uncovered in 2015, has 

exposed elements of wall founda�ons related to the house. However, no a(empt has thus 

far been made to examine areas further to the north in order to check for the range of 

buildings which appears from maps to have stood against the inside of the north wall, to the 

east of the gate (see Figs. 3 and 4). This area is now covered by grass overlying what appears 

to be made ground resul�ng from recent building works associated with the renova�on of 

the farm. 

In order to check for buried remains rela�ng to buildings destroyed in 1815 a limited 

programme of trial excava�on will take place in this area, with excava�on through upper 

horizons possibly assisted through the use of a mechanical excavator. 

Should buried remains be encountered it is hoped that it will be possible to trace the extent 

of the buildings they represent and then to mark them out on the current ground surface so 

that visitors can more fully appreciate the character of the place as it appeared at the �me of

the ba(le. 



4.) Examine site of back-�lled pond

The post ba(le map by Craan suggests a pond to the north of the north gate, however this 

does not appear on the 1777 map. The present terrain suggests wet ground in the area to 

the north of the north gate, an observa�on backed up by the nature of the soils excavated in 

order to recover objects located by metal detector. This loca�on does not however appear to

correspond to the feature shown on the Craan map (Fig. 4), which is closer to the gate. 

       Fig. 4 Craan Map 1815. Pond to north of north gate

Machine excava�on will be used in an a(empt to demonstrate the presence or absence of a 

pond, which might have limited troop movements, par�cularly those of the French, during 

the ba(le, and provided a receptacle for cleared ba(le debris aGer the conEict. Should 

waterlogged deposits be iden��ed these might also provide evidence for environmental 

condi�ons, through pollen etc. in addi�on to the bene�ts that such deposits might have with

regard to organic preserva�on. 

On the nega�ve side this feature may be nothing more than ground disturbed during the 

construc�on of the highway, as evidenced by the trench placed across the western end of 

the sunken way and other trenches previously opened in this vicinity.

Team Composi�on

There will be a mix of experienced archaeologists and veterans with limited or no 

experience. The la(er group will be receiving training in archaeological �eld techniques 

through their ac�ve par�cipa�on in the project over the �rst two weeks of July, 2016. Day to 

day management of the work will be undertaken by Project Directors Tony Pollard (University

of Glasgow) and Dominique Bosquet (SPW), who will work closely in this with senior 

archaeologists Stu Eve and Cornelius Barton (both L-P Archaeology), the la(er of whom will 

be in overall control of site recording. Training will be overseen by Project Supervisors Emily 

Glass and James Early. 



Numbers at present indicate that there will be �ve teams opera�ng, each consis�ng of 

around 3-5 veterans supervised by at least one experienced archaeologist. These teams will 

be allocated individual tasks based on the research design presented above. An excep�on to 

experienced/inexperienced make-up of teams will be the possible grave site, where it is 

impera�ve that the work is carried out by those with experience of mass graves and human 

remains. However, there are tasks which might be appropriate for those with less 

experience, but these will only be iden��ed as work progresses (the possible grave site is s�ll

very much an unknown quan�ty, hence the need for this evalua�on). 

Field methods and Recording

The techniques of inves�ga�on deployed and the standards of recording adopted will be in 

keeping with those detailed in the 2015 project design. 

Site mapping and artefact loca�on will be executed to the highest de�ni�on thanks to 

di'eren�al GPS operated by a team from L-P Archaeology led by Mike Johnson assisted by 

Sco( Hawkes.

Metal Detec�ng will be carried out by a small team of experienced detectorists led by Garry 

Craig, the team opera�ng under the direct supervision of the project’s directors and senior 

archaeologists. The loca�on of all �nds will be recorded by di'eren�al GPS with individual 

�nds numbers allocated at the point of recovery/recording. All �nds will then be presented 

to the �nds team for processing and further recording, including photography. This team will 

be led by lead �nds oLcer Hillary Harrison, with the team including Masters students from 

the Centre for Ba(le�eld Archaeology, who have been engaged in the post-excava�on 

analysis of the assemblages from 2015. During this process informa�on about the artefacts 

will be fed into the ARC system, which provides an on-line searchable database and as such 

permits public access to the material.  

In order to minimise the amount of analysis and report wri�ng post �eld season, every e'ort

will be made to complete trench reports while the team is deployed in the �eld. This will 

obviously place some pressure on �me and increase the need for eLcient site management 

but the bene�ts are likely to outweigh any diLcul�es. One dis�nct advantage to this on-site 

repor�ng will be the ability for supervisors and volunteers to discuss the archaeology while it

is s�ll exposed rather than relying on context sheets and �eld drawings as is usually the case.

Likewise, with �nds, the inten�on is to complete as much analysis in addi�on to recording as 

possible (measuring and weighing of musket balls etc.) before they are packaged and taken 

away from site. For this reason the size of the �nds team has been increased to include 

students already familiar with the material, par�cularly musket balls and bu(ons.

 

 




